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HSE Stigma Free Club to Looking
balance
hold Hope for Happiness
By LARRY LANNAN
www.LarryInFishers.com
When HSE High
School student Ranvir Sandhu’s mother
attempted suicide,
he was motivated to
start a school club
aimed at educating
others about mental
health. He got the
help of Principal Matt Kegley, School
District Mental Health Coordinator
Brooke Lawson, Spanish Teacher Leslie Caliz, and some others to start the
club. The Stigma Free Club now sports
70 members, with the goal of spreading
education about fighting the stigma often
attached to those suffering from mental
illness.
The group is holding a special event
from 6 to 9 p.m. on Friday, Aug. 11 titled Hope for Happiness. The event will
take place in front of Fishers City Hall
just prior to the Amp After Dark concert
at the Fishers Amphitheater that features
Dogs of Society with a musical tribute
to pop legend Elton John. There will be
a Happy Hour with local favorites Dave
& Rae. It’s all about promoting good
mental health. There will be games, food
trucks and a number of other activities in
this family-friendly event.

Photo provided by Larry Lannan

Ranvir Sandhu was recently recognized by the Hamilton Southeastern School
Board for his work with the Stigma Free Club.

Hamilton County Leadership
Academy looks for new leader

The REPORTER
Jill Doyle, Executive Director for the
Hamilton County Leadership Academy
(HCLA), has announced she is stepping
down at the end of August. Doyle has
served HCLA for the past seven years.
In a statement posted on the HCLA
website, Doyle said, “The Hamilton County Leadership Academy has a strong board
of directors in place and a dedicated group
of volunteers and stakeholders ready to
continue to move this organization forward. I have no doubt that HCLA is in a
great position for the future!”
Doyle thanked the people who had

helped support and
mentor her in her role
as executive director.
“I firmly believe
in this community
leadership program
and know that I will
continue to see many
of you leading and
contributing to all of
Doyle
the organizations that
make Hamilton County a great place to
live, work and play,” Doyle said. “I will
always be an advocate of HCLA and hope
that you will also continue to support the

mission of educating and inspiring leaders
to create change in our community.”
HCLA Board President Jody L. Dedon responded to Doyle announcement by
thanking Doyle for her service and dedication.
“Jill has made Hamilton County a better place through her service to HCLA,”
Dedon said. “Through Jill’s unyielding
leadership, HCLA is poised for future
growth. A board transition committee is
already working toward identifying candidates.”
A new executive director is expected to
be named this fall.

Back to school safety tips from Noblesville Police Department
The REPORTER
Now that the official start of school
is upon us, the Noblesville Police Department would like to ask all citizens to
review a couple safety tips to prepare for
another start to a school year.

If your child walks to school
• Make sure your children walk a prescribed route each day and reinforce the
importance of not deviating from this
route. If possible, try to arrange for your
child to walk with a group of children if
they are otherwise unaccompanied by an
adult.
• Dress children in clothing that is
sufficiently visible to motorist such as
light-colored clothing, reflective vests or
backpacks that have attached lights or reflective material.
• Take time to remind children about
what to do if a stranger approaches them
while walking to or from school.
• Stress the importance of how to safely

cross streets where a crossing guard is not
present. Teach children to look carefully
to the left, right and then left again if you
have to cross the street.
• Have your children put everything
they carry in a backpack or school bag so
that they don’t drop things on their way to
school.

If your child rides
a bike to school
• If your child rides a bike to school,
ensure that they are wearing the proper safety equipment to include a helmet,
light-colored clothing and proper reflective
or lighting devices for their bike.
• Review with them the rules of the
road and the proper use of hand signals.

When waiting for and
riding the school bus
• Make sure your child stands at least
10 feet (five giant steps) from the road
while waiting for the school bus. The child

will then be out of the way of traffic. Have
younger children practice taking 5 giant
steps to become familiar with 10 feet.

This week,
Publisher’s Perspective
Noblesville resident Michael
Saner provided
the
Reporter
with information from a
public access
request. After
reviewing this
information,
discussing
it
with my staff
JEFF JELLISON
and talking to
community
leaders, I decided to publish comments
and emails drafted by Noblesville Deputy
Mayor Steve Cooke.
Prior to publishing I needed to have a
difficult conversation with Steve and provide him an opportunity to respond.
I like Steve.
I don’t always agree with Steve, and I
certainly do not agree with his approach to
the Nickel Plate Trail/Rail Listening Session and comments he made about individuals; however, during my conversation
with Steve it was evident he has a passion
for Noblesville.
One of Steve’s emails, published by
the Reporter, stated, “Only the old timers
speak up against everything.” Although
poorly worded, Steve is somewhat correct.
Old Noblesville isn’t hesitant to speak its
opinion. Rightfully so. “Old” can often
be filled with wisdom and we should be
thankful they speak up. We should listen
and learn from their words.
Steve represents a younger generation
of leaders in Noblesville. They see things
through a young set of eyes, and because
of that, they have a vision that some may
not agree with.
The Rail/Trail is an important project.
The decision could economically impact
our community. The decision could potentially destroy a historic part of Noblesville.
Mayor Ditslear has now assigned Steve
to other projects. A new leader, most likely a young leader, will soon step forward
as the point person to guide Noblesville
through the Nickel Plate Rail/Trail decision. It’s a great opportunity for old Noblesville wisdom to partner with young
eyes to do what is best for Noblesville.

Decision
time for
Nickel Plate

• Ensure that children are not engaging
in horseplay or other activities that may
subject them to unnecessary hazards associated with vehicular traffic while waiting
at bus stops.
• Make sure that children know to wait
for the bus to come to a complete stop before approaching it.
• Be sure that your children can visually see the bus driver at all times before
moving to board the bus.
• Encourage your children to wear a
lap/shoulder seat belt if one is provided on
the bus.
• Reinforce the rule that the school bus
driver is in-charge when they are on the
school bus. School bus drivers have a tremendous responsibility to ensure that their

Decision
The County Line
time for the
future of the
Nickel
Plate
Railroad is at
hand, but few
involved seem
anxious to make
that decision. It
is not the best
kept secret that
city and county
administrations
FRED SWIFT
want to convert
the railroad to
a hiking trail from downtown Noblesville
south to at least the Marion County line.
But, it is controversial with Nickel Plate
supporters objecting to most any plan that
would remove significant portions of the
railway.
But, for those supporters, the time

See Safety . . . Page 5

See County Line . . . Page 3
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5K race celebrates a life, raises
awareness for mental health
The REPORTER
The second annual Jason’s Race, will
be Saturday, Aug. 12, at Riverside Junior
High School, 10910 Eller Road, Fishers.
Race registration begins at 9:15 a.m. and
the race begins at 10 a.m.
The 5K road race that celebrates the
life of Jason Sipher, a cross-country runner
and wrestler who attended Fishers High
School and died in Jan. 2016. This year’s
race marks the founding of a scholarship in
Jason’s name.
Last August, former cross-country
teammates of Jason came together to host
a race in his honor. The event was one of
healing and celebration. Jason’s family and
families of both wrestling and cross country teammates enjoyed a pancake and bacon breakfast — bacon was one of Jason’s
favorite foods.
“Jason had an infectious personality,
possessed an inclusive and effortless humor, wit, and fun-loving attitude,” said

Nate Piggush, former cross country teammate and race organizer.
This year, Cindy and Tom Sipher, Jason's parents, began a scholarship in their
son's name through the Hamilton Southeastern Scholarship foundation. The Sipher family will match up to the first $50
of each donation to the scholarship up to
$10,000 through the end of 2017. Race
participants can make donations in lieu of
an entry fee.
“We hope to kick start funding through
this event and continue celebrating the
spirit of Jason Sipher in a mentally healthy
way, using exercise as our vehicle,” Piggush said.
Online donations are possible at www.
hsefoundation.org/what-we-do/scholarships. Mention Jason’s name in the notes
section of the scholarship page so that
funds are properly allocated.
For
more
information,
email
jasonsrace@gmail.com.

TODAY’S BIBLE VERSE

And shall cast them into a furnace of fire: there shall be wailing and
gnashing of teeth.
Matthew 13:42

SPEAKING UP ON
NICKEL PLATE
Reader: ‘I am Anita’

Dear Editor,
Regarding your article about the
Nickel Plate yesterday, referencing an
email with my name.
“Email: ‘As for Anita – I’d rather
not waste time on her. She’s probably a
typical anti-City person.’
Reporter: Who is Anita? Please
define ‘anti-City person.’
Cooke: This e-mail with another
employee within the city was not part
of any communication regarding the
Nickel Plate, but was in response to a
complaint that the mayor was not personally sponsoring a Noblesville Preservation Alliance event, which led to a
criticism of our city government.”
I am the Anita that was referenced
here. At first I thought it was kind of
funny & random that my name made
it into this article about the train, although I am a strong supporter of
keeping the trains running North AND
South, I resent being called a "Typical Anti-City Person". I may be "Anti-Politics" or "Anti-Politicians", but
since moving to Noblesville, I don't
think that I could ever be called typical
or "Anti-City". I have never supported,
been involved in, or loved any city so
much in my life!
I have only been here about 3 years,
but in that short time I have served on
the board of the Noblesville Preservation Alliance for 2 1/2 years, CoChaired the Historic Home Tour for 2
years with record revenue, participated
in the Holiday Parade, the Bed Race,
the 4th of July Parade, was involved
in getting the Interurban building in
Forest Park restored and completed,
Served Hot Chocolate & Homemade
Cookies on the Square during the holiday celebrations, planned a successful
community picnic, supported the Save
the Train campaign & spoke up to
make sure that when the NPA was deciding on whether to support the SWQ
position, that we did not do it if the city
was not neutral on our involvement
(i.e. we did not want to oppose the
city). I didn't even mention the time,
effort & money we have invested in
our home to turn it from a business

into an amazing single family home
again. I want this city to be beautiful,
prosperous & preserved for future
generations to also enjoy. To call me
Anti-City is just hurtful.
Granted, last year I did write, what
I thought was a private FB message,
to the City of Noblesville expressing
my personal disappointment with the
Mayor's decision not to sponsor the
Historic Home Tour (not as a representative of any organization). I pointed
out that the NPA supports the preservation and beautification of his city and
that if this city looks good, it makes
him look good. I don't know what Mr.
Cooke meant about my message leading to criticism of the city government.
I never received any response or feedback, and have never seen the email in
question, probably because they didn't
want to waste any time with this "Anti-City Person". The Deputy Mayor
was correct about one thing, this had
nothing to do with the Nickel Plate.
I must say that Mayor Ditslear has
chosen to become a sponsor of the
Home Tour this year and I am very
proud and thankful to him for that.
Probably nothing to do with my venting message though.
Deputy Mayor Steve Cooke also
reached out to me last evening with
an apology email for what he had
said about me in the article, which I
am also thankful for, but as far as I'm
concerned the damage was already
done to my character when all of your
readers read about me as the Anti-City
Anita that wasn't worth wasting time
on. My friends called me to see if I had
seen the article. After all of the things I
have done here in Noblesville, it broke
my heart & spirit to read this excerpt
in this article.
I'm not sure whether this will cause
me to discontinue my efforts to preserve our city or if it will spark me to
become more involved and to make
sure that we keep a better eye on our
officials and their decisions. Either
way, Look Out Noblesville!!! (Maybe
I'll just run for Mayor ;) HA!)
The Who is Anita

‘Stunned by the cynical disdain’

Dear Editor:
Regarding the article of July 27
Stacking the deck, Mr. Cooke? As a
Noblesville resident, Republican voter, and longtime supporter of John
Ditslear, I was stunned by the cynical
disdain for citizens within the email
comments from Mr. Cooke. I certainly agree with your headline his emails
reveal a pattern of disrespect for opposing views, and I would add disrespect
for citizens in general. Too many politicians today seem to think it is their job

to rule by any means, when we citizens
think it is their job in government to
serve! Mayor Ditslear reassigned him
saying this experience was a learning
opportunity for Mr. Cooke. How does
a Deputy Mayor repair loss of trust? Finally, I hope the Reporter will follow
up on his comment "information we
may not want out there if you know
what I mean". That certainly sounds
ominous to me.
George Hodgson
Noblesville

Want your voice to be heard
on this or other topics?

Thanks for reading
The Reporter!

Send your Letters to the Editor to

News@ReadTheReporter.com
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Towne Road to be
closed for 60 days
The REPORTER
Effective on or after Monday, Aug. 7,
Towne Road between 146th Street and
151st Street will be closed for road reconstruction. The road is scheduled to be
closed to all thru traffic for 60 calendar
days, tentatively opening back up to traffic on or before Monday, Oct. 6.
During the closure, local traffic

COUNTY LINE
is approaching when they must decide
whether it is better to take half a loaf or
continue their fight and possibly watch
the rails rust. The cities of Noblesville
and Fishers along with the county own
the tracks and seem willing to keep the
railroad intact to the north from Forest
Park to Tipton.
The Hoosier Heritage Port Authority which administers the rail line for the
owners, have accepted proposals from
five groups which advised they are able
and willing to operate all or part of the
railroad. The port authority has passed
along these proposals to city and county
officials for a decision, but no date has
been set for the three governmental entities to vote.
The controversy grew this week
when it was revealed that Noblesville
Deputy Mayor Steve Cooke tried to rig
a public meeting on the railroad's future
by filling seats with folks who favor a
trail. His emails favoring the city's position were made public, thus embarrassing the city administration and possibly
slowing a decision. Cooke was reassigned to duties other than promoting
the trail plan. Usually, it would be a matter of money that would keep anything
from happening. In this case, however,
there is money available. It would come
indirectly from the Hamilton County
Visitor and Convention Bureau which

should utilize the signed detour route
of 141st Street to Shelborne Road to
151st Street. Property owners will continue to have access to their properties
through the construction area. This closure is part of the improvements to 146th
Street which will widen the roadway to
four lanes of traffic from Ditch Road to
Towne Road.

from Page 1
has submitted a plan to provide train service to the north and a trail to the south,
a plan that is likely to be accepted.
Generally known as the Tourism Bureau, this county governmental agency
collects large amounts of money each
year from an innkeeper’s tax on all hotel and motel rooms which visitors pay
along with room rent. Last year the bureau had revenues of $3,573,000, according to its financial statement. The
income may near $4 million this year.
In their proposal, Tourism would
make any needed safety repairs, supply
engines and train cars, crews to operate
a train and oversee removal of the rails
south of Forest Park, but not be responsible for the cost of converting the rail
bed to a trail from Noblesville south to
96th Street. No estimate has been given
on the overall cost of the plans.
Tourism officials consider the passenger train experience to be a tourist
attraction, and would repay themselves
or any loan they might make from train
ticket sales. Presumably the popular Polar Bear Express, dinner train and other
excursion rides would be scheduled, but
the Fairtrain would, of course, not be
possible.
So, the hot potato is in the hands of
Mayors John Ditslear and Scott Fadness
of Fishers along with county commissioners. And, it's time to act.
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Jean Ann Myers
December 10, 1942 – July 27, 2017

Jean Ann Myers, 74, of Noblesville, passed away on Thursday, July 27, 2017 at Community Hospital North in Indianapolis. She was born on December
10, 1942 to Harold and Jean (Hinton) Young in Indianapolis.
Jean was a loving wife and mother, fabulous grandmother, and
the matriarch of her large family. She was adored by her friends and
family and enjoyed sewing, reading and spending time with her family at their cottage on Lake Freeman. Jean retired from FC Tucker
after working as a real estate agent for 25 years.
Jean is survived by her husband, Gary Myers; son, Scott Myers
(Violet Coleman) and their child, Varda Coleman; daughter, Amy
Myers (Gerry), and their children, Daniel, Patrick, Leo, Zoe, Molly
and Hattie. She was the oldest of eight siblings, of which Phil, Bruce, Jeff, Kathy, Kevin,
David and Marcia survive. Jean was also survived by several nieces and nephews; and
her Goldendoodle, Daisy.
In addition to her parents, she was preceded in death by her brother, Steve; and infant
brother, Greg.
Visitation will be from 5 to 8 p.m. on Tuesday, Aug. 1, 2017 at Randall & Roberts
Funeral Center, 1685 Westfield Road, in Noblesville. Services will be held at 1 p.m. on
Wednesday, Aug. 2, 2017 at St. Andrew the Apostle Catholic Church, 4052 East 38th
Street in Indianapolis, with Rev. Thomas WidArrangements
ner officiating. Burial will be at Oaklawn MeCalling: 5 to 8 p.m. Aug. 1
morial Gardens in Indianapolis.
Location: Randall & Roberts Funeral Center
Memorial contributions may be made to the
American Cancer Society, 5635 W 96th Street, Service: 1 p.m. Aug. 2
Location: St. Andrew the Apostle Catholic Church
Suite 100, Indianapolis, IN 46278.
Condolences: www.randallroberts.com
Condolences: www.randallroberts.com
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Opening to final traffic pattern next week . . .

Campus Parkway, I-69 interchange nearly complete

The REPORTER
The new double-crossover diamond
interchange at Campus Parkway and Interstate 69 (Exit 210) is nearly complete
and is anticipated to open to its final traffic
pattern next week. Additional lanes will be
opened in both directions over I-69 and on
some interchange ramps.
Milestone Contractors plans to pave
surface asphalt and apply final pavement
markings starting Monday night, July 31.
In order to complete the work more safely
and efficiently, the interchange will be partially closed each night next week between
9 p.m. and 6 a.m.
Campus Parkway access over I-69 will
be closed. The Campus Parkway entrance
ramps to I-69 and the I-69 exit ramps to
Campus Parkway may be closed. Electronic message signs and police will advise
motorists of the closures and direct traffic
to the Olio Road overpass to cross over the
interstate during the overnight operations.
Weather permitting, the interchange is
expected to be complete and open in its final configuration and capacity by the end
of the week. Some additional work may
remain with little to no impact to traffic.
Click here to watch a short video on
how to navigate a double-crossover diamond interchange. The video is provided
by INDOT.

About the double-crossover
diamond interchange
Two similar interchanges have been
constructed with success in Indiana. The
first was at I-69 and Dupont Road in Fort
Wayne, and the second was built at I-65
and Worthsville Road in Greenwood.

Graphic provided

This interchange design may appear unusual, but by following signs, pavement markings and traffic signal instructions,
drivers find these interchanges easy to navigate. A video showing how to navigate the interchange is available here.
For traffic crossing the Campus Park- the next traffic signal.
This interchange design may appear
unusual, but by following signs, pavement way bridge over I-69, traffic signals, signs
Added travel lane construction
markings and traffic signal instructions, and pavement markings briefly shift trafWidening Campus Parkway at I-69
drivers find these interchanges easy to fic to the left side of the road. This allows
and
building the double-crossover dileft-turning
traffic
to
flow
more
freely
as
it
navigate.
amond interchange is part of the $92
Right turns at double-crossover dia- enters and exits I-69.
Through traffic on Campus Parkway million I-69 Major Moves 2020 project
mond interchanges are very similar to trashifts back to the right side of the road at adding a travel lane to each direction of
ditional intersections.
I-69 between State Road 37 (Exit 205)
and State Road 38 (Exit 219). In addition,
other improvements are being made to rehabilitate existing bridges, pavement and
drainage structures on the 15-mile stretch
of interstate.
Two lanes of traffic in each direction
of I-69 are currently shifted to accommodate construction of the additional travel
lanes. Signs direct large trucks to use the
left lane while traffic is shifted toward the
right shoulder through the work zone. The
speed limit is reduced to 60 mph and further reduced to 50 mph when workers are
present.
I-69 is expected to open to three lanes
in each direction between State Road 37
and State Road 38 before the end of this
year.
For more information about the
I-69 Major Moves 2020 project, visit
http://www.in.gov/indot/3440.htm and
subscribe to receive project updates via
text or email.

Thanks for reading
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SAFETEY
undivided attention is focused on delivering our children to and from school in the
safest way possible. Unruly, noisy or children moving about on the bus only stands
to create a distraction for the bus driver that
ultimately takes away from their ability to
safely and effectively focus on driving.
• Warn children that if they drop something when getting on or off a bus that
they should never pick it up. Instead, they
should tell the bus driver and follow the
driver’s instructions. If they bend over to
pick up a dropped object, they might not be
seen by the driver and could be hurt if the
driver pulls away from the stop.

Reminders for morning and
late-afternoon commuters
• Be prepared for a longer commute due
to the addition of school buses being out
and about and increased vehicular traffic as
a result of teenagers driving to school.
• Expect the unexpected . . . watch for
the possibility of children darting out into
the street or children riding their bicycles
especially during the dark hours of the
morning.
• Be patient and observe the law when
approaching or following a school bus that

from Page 1
activates its stop arm for loading and unloading of children.
• Be very mindful of intersections
where children are prone to gather for the
bus or at designated bus stops.
• Be mindful when traveling in or
around areas where schools are located and
the reduced speed limit. The typical speed
in a school zone in Noblesville is 20 mph.
The Noblesville Police Department
takes a very proactive and committed
stance to enforcing school bus arm violations and speeding in school zones. Officers are actively observing for potential
violators each school morning and afternoon in order to provide the children of
our community with the safest possible
means to and from school. Motorists cited
for either of these violations are required to
make a mandatory appearance in court and
if found guilty, can be fined up to $10,000
for the offense.
If parents have any additional questions or need additional clarification they
are encouraged to contact our department
at (317) 776-6340 ext. 1243 for Lt. Bruce
Barnes, Public Information Officer.

Follow
The Reporter
on Facebook!

Thanks
for reading,
Hamilton
County!

Business Cards
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News

Patients, doctors, researchers embracing new plan to deal with COPD

StatePoint
Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), a lung disease that afflicts
millions of Americans, haunts families,
and frustrates doctors and researchers, is
now the third leading cause of death in
the US, behind heart disease and cancer,
costing Americans more than $32 billion
a year.
For those living with or affected by
the disease, there is new hope, thanks to a
recently unveiled COPD National Action
Plan.
Developed by patients, agencies and
organizations under the stewardship of the
National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute
(NHLBI), the Action Plan shines a spotlight on the devastating physical and emo-

tional toll the disease causes.
“Not being able to catch your breath
and fearing your next breath may not
come is just like drowning,” said Grace
Anne Dorney Koppel, president of the
COPD Foundation and a longtime COPD
patient. “It is frightening beyond words
and feels very, very lonely.”
Yet many with these symptoms tend
to attribute them to something else: the
common cold, old age, being out of shape.
This lack of awareness delays diagnosis
and treatment, worsening the condition
and quality of life. Even mundane tasks
— housework, bathing, dressing, walking
— can feel onerous.
That’s why the first goal of the plan is
to empower patients and families to recog-

nize COPD and get treated quickly.
“I was diagnosed in 2001 and was told
COPD is incurable,” said Dorney Koppel.
“But that does not mean [it is] untreatable.
Doctors need to teach patients the difference. I was given three to five years to
live…sixteen years ago.”
Compounded with this misinformation is the idea that it’s exclusively a
smoker’s disease mainly affecting men.
While it most often affects people over 40
with a history of smoking, as many as one
in four with COPD have never smoked.
Long-term exposure to substances that
irritate the lungs or a genetic predisposition called alpha-1 antitrypsin (AAT) deficiency also present as risk factors. What’s
more, 56 percent of those diagnosed are
women, and they die of COPD more than
men.
Unlike heart disease and cancer, COPD
prevalence and deaths aren’t decreasing.
One in five people over age 45 has it.
“You know someone who has it. You
may even have it and not know it,” said
James P. Kiley, director of NHLBI’s Division of Lung Diseases.
So how to reverse this trend? One
key is improving the level of diagnosis.

“Spirometry is a simple and inexpensive
breathing test that can identify COPD,”
said Dorney Koppel.
MeiLan Han, M.D., medical director of the Women’s Respiratory Health
Program at the University of Michigan,
agreed, noting another goal of the Action
Plan: to equip health care professionals
with tools to diagnose and care for COPD
patients. “We need to develop easy-to-follow guidelines and get them into the hands
of providers on the frontlines.”
Developing an educational curriculum
and tools for clinical decision-making,
in sync with detection and management
guidelines, will significantly improve diagnosis and care, said Han. So will improving patient access to spirometry, pulmonary rehabilitation, smoking cessation
programs and affordable medications —
all of which are called for in the plan.
To learn more about the Action Plan
and find out how to get involved, visit
COPD.nih.gov.
“This plan represents a new understanding of what it takes to minimize the
burden of COPD,” said Gary H. Gibbons,
M.D., director of NHLBI. “Now, it’s just a
matter of getting to work.”

News
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How to make practicing
music fun for kids

StatePoint
While many children enthusiastically
elect to study music, not all of them stick
with the program. This is because many
kids are surprised by the challenges associated with learning to play an instrument.
If you are familiar with the many
benefits of music education, you may be
wondering if there is anything you can do
to help kids commit to practicing. From
learning to read music to getting comfortable with an instrument, the process
of becoming a musician is rife with challenges and potential frustrations. But by
making it fun, you will give kids more of
an incentive to stick with it.

Make it personal

While music lessons in the past may
have followed a very structured formula,
today there is an endless wealth of music
available online. This gives students more
opportunities to personalize their lessons,
even at the earliest stages of music education. As kids make progress, let them
pick out increasingly challenging songs
they want to learn to play. They will be
motivated to hone their skills as they begin to see doing so as an opportunity to
play more of their favorite music.

Use new technologies

When selecting instruments for kids,
consider newer interactive technologies
that can make music more fun and aid the
learning process. For example, the LK265, a lighted 61-key keyboard with a
Dance Music Mode, which allows kids to

Win the battle
against back-toschool germs

StatePoint
Did you know that, on average, elementary school children get eight to 12
colds or cases of the flu each school year,
according to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention? This school year, follow some healthy habits to avoid the backto-school plague.
First, wash hands and other items that
you touch, like cell phones or desks, frequently. Cell phones carry 10 times more
bacteria than most toilet seats; and school
desks have been found to hold 400 times
more bacteria than toilets.
Next, pick up school supplies that
help fight germs, such as Easy Liner
brand shelf liner with Clorox antimicrobial protection. The shelf liner features
an antimicrobial additive to prevent the
growth of odor-causing mold and mildew
on the liner. Plus, it can be tossed in the
wash for easy cleaning. Place it in areas
of your home or classroom where school
items are stored like floors, counters, desks
and shelves. For more information, visit
duckbrand.com.
Help stave off colds and flu all school
year with great germ-fighting habits.
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get creative while composing and remixing electronic dance music.
Tools like Casio’s Voice Fingering
Guide, the Step-up Lesson System and
Lesson Lite enable beginners to learn
built-in songs at their own individual
pace. The keyboard also is compatible
with an app that allows you to import
any standard MIDI file off the Internet,
giving users opportunities to learn what
they want. Its LCD display and light up
function help students master both music
notation and correct hand positioning.
Users can also track their progress in a
way that is fun, with the keyboard’s Scoring System. For more information, visit
casiomusicgear.com.

Get together

One tried and true method for making music fun is camaraderie. Encourage
your child to join the school band or orchestra. These programs can introduce
students to a wide-range of instruments,
musical styles and theory, and help them
make lifelong friendships. Many programs will carry them throughout high
school. Or, if they prefer, help them form
a musical ensemble or band with friends
or family at home.
To help your children develop a
long-lasting appreciation for music, you
can provide them with opportunities to
learn and play in ways that are fun and
engaging.
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Blackhawks on good trajectory

By RICHIE HALL
Reporter Sports Editor

The Sheridan football team was all over the place this
summer.
The Blackhawks did their fair share of scrimmaging
during the vacation months, taking on schools of different
varieties and sizes. Sheridan is taking this week off, but
will be back at it on Monday as the official practices begin.
Bud Wright, soon to begin his 52nd year of coaching
the 'Hawks (53rd year overall) listed all of the opponents
his Sheridan team scrimmaged over the summer, and it
was a lengthy one. The Blackhawks went down to Indianapolis for a scrimmage with Arlington, but other than
that stayed mostly in the north-central part of the state.
The Blackhawks had scrimmages against Southwood,
Frankfort, North Miami, Tri-County, Traders Point, Kokomo, Eastbrook and Logansport.
"We tried to get a variety," said Wright. That enabled
Sheridan to see different teams and different outlooks.
"I'm happy the progress we've made so far," said
Wright. "We're coming along decently." The coach said
that "things are beginning to fall into place" and that the
'Hawks have "accomplished a lot."
There is some good experience returning for Sheridan.
Leading the way will be senior Joey Callahan, who rushed
for 2041 yards last season, with an average of 5.7 yards
per carry. Callahan scored 18 touchdowns.
Junior quarterback Drake Delph is also back. He threw
the ball well last year, totaling nine touchdowns, and could
also score on the run, with seven TDs. Delph had well
over 1000 all-purpose yards, with 650 yards passing and
468 more on the ground.
Two more seniors, Gunner Williams and Brody Perry,
will also figure into the offensive scheme, as will junior
Rhett Williams. Gunner Williams had 18 catches last season, with Perry and Rhett Williams both scoring three receiving touchdowns.
Senior Tanner Swindle and juniors Karl Whaley and
Jesse Kolb are also back; Kolb was a defensive standout,
making 92 total tackles. Also returning are senior Hunter
Pflugh, junior Nick Burnell and sophomore Chris Starks,
all of whom had solid defensive seasons.
"We got several kids back on both sides of the ball,"
said Wright.
Sheridan's schedule is a little different this season,
due to changes in the Hoosier Heartland Conference. The
league was formerly 10 teams, split up into two five-team
divisions, with the two leaders playing at the end of the
season for a conference championship.
But this season, three schools (North White, Tri-Coun-
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Sheridan’s Joey Callahan rushed for over 2000 yards and 18 touchdowns in his junior season last year.
Callahan is one of several good players coming back this year for the Blackhawks.
ty and Frontier) left the HHC, leaving seven schools in the conference team before this year. The missing team was
league. So, the conference has gone back to a traditional Clinton Prairie; Sheridan picked up Prairie for its Week
schedule, with the teams all playing each other to deter- 5 contest.
Another new opponent is South Decatur, who the
mine the champion.
Sheridan's first two opponents are the same, old rivals Blackhawks welcome for their Week 9 game. Tipton comWestern Boone and Clinton Central (also an HHC oppo- pletes Sheridan's non-conference schedule with a Week 7
nent). The Blackhawks were already playing all but one game.
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